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TNT Focus:
Penetrant Specifications —
What You Should Know
by William E. Mooz
Virtually every penetrant inspection
must be carried out in accordance
with a specification,
Specifications and virtually every
penetrant inspection
are the heart line must be
and soul of maintained in
correct penetrant accordance with a
specification. It is
inspection important for all
technicians involved
with penetrant inspection to be
familiar with the role that these
specifications play.

History
In the 1950’s, the US Air Force
developed two specifications to ensure
that penetrant manufacturers would
produce products of consistent and
identifiable quality and that penetrant
users would follow certain rules of
procedure. The two specifications were
MIL-I-25135 and MIL-STD-6866.
MIL-I-25135 was intended for the
manufacturers of penetrant products
and outlined test requirements for
approval and listing on the qualified
products list (QPL). It also outlined
acceptance test requirements to ensure
consistency in batch-to-batch testing
of a product. MIL-STD-6866 was

intended for those individuals
performing penetrant inspections. It
listed and detailed the proper
sequence of operations for the
inspection of parts with details such as
the proper penetrant dwell time,
allowable temperature limits for
inspection and proper intensity of
ultraviolet light. It also listed the
number, type and frequency of tests to
be made to ensure penetrant materials
in use were in satisfactory condition
and performing properly. Many of
these tests were cross-referenced to the
acceptance tests listed in MIL-I-25135.
Therefore, it was necessary for most
penetrant operators to be familiar with
both specifications.
In the late 1980’s, the US
government began a move to get out of
the business of writing specifications.
Both military specifications
concerning penetrants were taken over
by civilian or industry organizations.
MIL-I-25135 was revised and updated
by SAE-AMS Committee K. Efforts of
the committee culminated in the issue
of SAE-AMS-2644 and development of
QPL-AMS-2644. MIL-STD-6866,
revised and updated by ASTM
Committee E-07, was issued as
ASTM-E-1417. These two
specifications are used widely today.
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TNT Tip:
Water Condensation in
Printed Circuit Boards
Had one of those days when you walk
out of an air conditioned building and
the humidity fogs the lenses in your
glasses? The lenses normalize as soon
as they warm to air temperature. The
same thing happens to printed circuit
boards in portable instruments under the
same conditions. A film of condensed
water coats the circuit boards. If the
boards are clean and internal voltages
are low, instruments will continue to
work satisfactorily and, after normalizing
to the new environment, will never show
that water condensed inside. However,
in older instruments with just a little dirt
on the boards and a higher voltage in
the circuits, internal arcing easily occurs
and can shut the instrument down.
Arcing, usually characterized by glitches
and the complete disappearance of the
display, can be recognized by sudden
abnormal operation. The trick is to
recognize conditions causing the
problem (high humidity outside versus
cold dry air inside) and allow at least
45 sminutes for normalizing before using
when the instruments are taken outside.
Flaw detectors and portable detectors
are the units primarily affected by this
phenomenon. If cleaned internally and
sprayed with the proper coating,
chances of arcing will lessen.

L. Byron Makarwich
Friendswood, TX

Avoiding Tangled Lines
Disposable plastic fishing line spools can
be used as inexpensive and effective
transducer cable storage reels. After
transferring the fishing line to your reel,
save the empty spool. Cut two cable
diameter-sized slots in the rim of the
spool from the edge to the hub. These
slots will hold the cable in place. If you
leave about an inch (25 mm) extended
when wrapping the cable, you’ll be able
to carry out a cable and transducer
functional check without removing the
cable from the spool.

Bill Perrin
Fredericton, New Brunswick
CANADA
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What Do You Need to Know?

parameters, examination requirements and
post-cleaning procedures. To assist in the
writing of procedures, paragraphs 7.1 through
7.7 describe specific practices relating to the
precleaning, processing, examination and postcleaning of parts.
The next subject of the specification is
maintenance of penetrant materials and
equipment, to ensure they are in adequate
condition to perform inspections. This portion
of the specification is extremely important and
details tests that must be made on a daily,
weekly, monthly, quarterly and semi-annual
basis. Many of these tests, such as checks of
system performance and temperature and
pressure of wash water, are made by the
personnel responsible for the inspection line.
But other tests, such as measurement of the
fluorescent brightness of penetrant and water
content of water washable penetrants or
lipophilic emulsifiers, must be made by a
laboratory. Procedures for some of these tests
are identical to tests listed in SAE AMS-2644,
and the ASTM specification refers to this SAE
AMS specification.

THE

Simply stated, the Level II or Level III needs to
know how to operate and maintain the
penetrant inspection system. Equally simple,
operation and maintenance are described in
specifications. Because SAE-AMS-2644, in
conjunction with QPL-AMS-2644, and
ASTM-E-1417 are intertwined and must be
used together, Level II and III personnel
involved with penetrant examinations must be
familiar with both specifications and
understand how they are related.
As a first step, penetrant inspection systems
are required to use approved penetrants.
Approval is made under SAE AMS-2644.
Evidence of approval is either as a listing on
QPL AMS-2644 or by letter stating the material
has been approved for listing on the QPL.
Usually, when approved materials have been
put into the system, they must be used in
accordance with ASTM-E-1417. This
comprehensive document entitled Standard
Practice for Liquid Penetrant Examination
begins with the listing of a penetrant
classification system identical to the listing used
in SAE AMS-2644. Next, it requires that
personnel performing examinations under
ASTM-E-1417 be qualified and certified to
perform the examinations. It requires the use of
penetrant inspection materials which are
qualified under SAE AMS-2644. It also requires
that written procedures be used which cover
precleaning of parts to be inspected, processing

Other Organizational
Specifications
MIL-I-25135 and MIL-STD-6866 are no longer
in force but this fact has been acknowledged
very slowly by many penetrant users. One may
still see documents that require penetrant
inspection to be carried out according to
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MIL-STD-6866 instead of ASTM-E-1417 and
that penetrant materials be approved under
MIL-I-25135 and listed on QPL-25135. For this
reason, familiarity with both specifications is
most useful. In situations where listing on
QPL-25135 is required, it should be noted that
all products listed on QPL-25135 were
grandfathered into QPL-AMS-2644.
One particular military specification
remains in force. NAVSHIPS 250-1500-1 covers
the use of Method II inspection and
particularly limits the amounts of certain
contaminants in the materials used. This
specification, usually applied to nuclear
examinations, requires that penetrant materials
used must be certified to contain no more than
certain percentages of some contaminants,
mainly sulfur and halogens.
In addition, there are a number of other
industry specifications designed for particular
types of penetrant inspection. These include
the following:
• ASTM-E-165 - Precursor to ASTM-E-1417
and containing much of the same
information. It includes chemical testing
methods and is useful as a tutorial.
• ASTM-E-1208 - Standard Test Method for
Type I, Method B
• ASTM-E-1209 - Standard Test Method for
Type I, Method A
• ASTM-E-1210 - Standard Test Method for
Type I, Method D
• ASTM-E-1219 - Standard Test Method for
Type I, Method C

This issue contains the first in a series of eight articles on Practical Contact
Ultrasonics. Most reference material pertaining to ultrasonic testing is written with
a great deal of detail and focuses on the technical aspects of the method. However,
the articles in this new series are meant for those Level I and II practitioners doing
the hands-on application of contact UT inspections.
Inspiration and overall design of the series comes from James W. Houf. Many of
you know Jim. He’s ASNT’s Technical Services Manager here at headquarters and
he fields a lot of your questions through e-mail or over the phone. Jim put his
considerable experience in answering questions from UT practitioners to use when
he first suggested this series.
The first article covers some practical terminology in everyday language. There’s a
brief overview of each topic for the rest of the series at the end of the feature. We
hope you find all of it helpful and informative. Feedback is welcome. Reader
participation is encouraged.
Questions or comments, contact:
Hollis Humphries, TNT Editor
PO Box 28518, Columbus, Ohio 43228
<tnt@asnt.org>; (800) 222-2768 X206; fax (614) 274-6899

Volume
Ultrasonic
2, Number
Testing
1

• ASTM-E-1220 - Standard Test Method for
Type II, Method C
• ASTM-E-1418 - Standard Test Method for
Type II, Method A
Note that each of these specifications shows
similarities to ASTM-E-1417 but considers
only a single type and method of penetrant
inspection, unlike ASTM E-1417 itself which
considers all types and methods.A contract
may require that the penetrant examination be
carried out in accordance with one of these
additional specifications as well as
ASTM–E–1417. ASTM–E–1417 is added
because the specific specifications listed above
do not contain requirements for checking the
condition of the penetrant inspection
materials which are in use.
• ASTM-E-1316 Standard Terminology for
Nondestructive Examinations is just what the
title implies — a dictionary of terms used in
all nondestructive examinations. It contains
many terms used in penetrant
examinations.
• ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code
contains procedures for Type II inspection.
Like the NAVSEA 250-1500-1 specification,

the ASME code requires that percentages of
sulfur and halogens be less than a certain
amount.

Original Equipment
Manufacturer Specifications
Many original equipment manufacturers issue
their own specifications focused on particular
inspection needs of the company. Examples of
these include the Pratt & Whitney Facility
Planning Manual (FPM) and specifications
issued by companies such as Boeing, RollsRoyce and Douglas Aircraft.When adherence
to one of these specifications is required, care
must be taken to note whether or not an OEM
qualified products list exists. For example,
Pratt & Whitney issues its own QPL for work
being done for this company. Only penetrants
listed in the QPL are approved by them and
they must be used within specified operating
parameters. OEM QPLs exist for Pratt &
Whitney, Rolls Royce, SNECMA and other
companies. However, most companies that
issue their own specifications accept listing on
SAE–AMS–2644 QPL.

Conclusion
Specifications are the heart and soul of correct
penetrant inspection. They are the road map
an inspector must follow in order to complete
a thorough and documented examination of a
part. Understanding which specifications are
applicable and knowledge of the details is
essential for every NDT inspector.■
Bill Mooz has been a member of ASNT for forty
years and is recognized for his many
presentations to ASNT Sections, national ASNT
conferences and World Congress of NDT
meetings. He is a past chairman of the ASNT
Liquid Penetrant Committee, the contributor of
numerous articles in Materials Evaluation as well
as being a technical reviewer and contributor to
the Nondestructive Testing Handbook, third
edition: Volume 2, Liquid Penetrant Testing. He’s
also an author of the specifications referenced in
this article, AMS-2644 through SAE AMS
Committee K and ASTM E-1417 through ASTM
Committee E-07. He is an ASNT Fellow. TNT is
grateful for his generous contribution to this
issue.

We Eliminated Your
WEIGHT Problem
So You Can Perform Better.

We got rid of the bulk and weight of the external transformer.
We made the Spectroline® BIB-150P UV lamp self-ballasted.
With this lean and mean inspection lamp, you can perform
your NDT inspections easier than ever before!
➣ Super-high UV intensity of 6,000 µW/cm2
➣ Meets MIL and ASTM specifications for FPI and MPI
➣ Vinyl-coated heat guard/lamp stand
protects against burns

➣ Lightweight and ergonomic design
for fatigue-free handling

➣ Impact-resistant and dent-proof polymer
housing

➣ Special Bulb-Saver™ for longer bulb life
For more information call 1-800-274-8888
or fax 1-800-491-6868.

www.spectroline.com
The World Leader in UV Technology!
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TNT Practitioner Profile:
Ward A. Fong

Tech Toon

Continued from page 8

ASNT Membership

“From all appearances, I’d say we're becoming a sort of liquid
penetrant, ourselves, Farley.“

JOIN ASNT!
and help create a safer world!
NDT Technicians:
ASNT is the best source for keeping you
informed. ASNT membership is a wise
investment in your career. Society membership
brings you access to the resources needed to
excel. Don’t Miss out on ASNT’s entire
package of member benefits. In addition to
The NDT Technician, ASNT Members enjoy:
• Ability to network with other NDT personnel.
• Discounts on ASNT products and services.
• A full year of ASNT’s premiere journal,
Materials Evaluation.
• Opportunities for career advancement.
• Utilizing employment assistance programs.

Become a member today!
Call 614.274.6003 or 800.222.2768
Visit www.asnt.org
Email rdheel@asnt.org
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current. They are able to inspect lots of
different kinds of structures and part
configurations much easier than in the past
and with fewer transducers. If I were just
getting into the field, I would probably study
eddy current and ultrasound. Huge strides are
also being made in digital radiography.
Current sensitivity levels in digital RT and
real-time couldn’t be achieved in the past. As
far as industries that are growth areas, I
would say the power industries are never
going to go away in this country. We are
always going to need that kind of technology.
As our natural resources decline, maybe
hydroelectric power will step in. There will
still be NDT inspectors needed to support
those industries. And the oil industry should
always be a firm industry too.
Q: What’s the end goal for your career in
NDT?
A: It’s a really tough business right now so it’s
hard to say. I would definitely love to stay in the
aircraft industry and be a part of Boeing until I
retire. I foresee myself staying in the field of
NDT to some degree whether that’s as an NDT
manager or by doing what I do now, training
and writing procedures.
Q: How has ASNT membership benefited you
as a practitioner?
A: I’ve become a pretty strong supporter of the
local section. It’s good to be able to talk to other
people about problems they may have whether
it’s in the aircraft industry or the pipeline
industry or whatever industry it may be. The
problems are similar in all sorts of industries
because it’s an NDT issue and not just an
industry issue.You can learn from what others
have been able to solve. Sections are a good
source of training too. For example, our section
did an ultrasonic training course last year that
was a forty hour course. This fall, we plan to do
a Level I radiography class.A lot of people have
taken advantage of those classes.
Q: What’s the most difficult part of NDT?
A: Sometimes they want us to find a defect in a
given part and you can spend a lot of time
trying to do experiments and designing things.
And sometimes, the bottom line is you just
can’t find what they want you to find — the size
or type of defect.And that’s disappointing
because you always want to be able to produce
what is wanted.
Q: What is the best part of NDT?
A: I think it’s important for the general public
to know NDT tests are done and that when
they fly, they’re safe as a result of NDT. It’s a
good feeling when I think of my part in that.■

Ultrasonic Testing

FYI: Practical Contact Ultrasonics — Defining Terms and Principles
by James W. Houf*
This article is the first in an eight-part series detailing practical
hands-on contact ultrasonic testing. Most reference material on
ultrasonic testing (UT) develops the technical aspects of
ultrasonics in great detail with little explanation given to the
hands-on application of contact ultrasonic testing inspections
being performed daily by Level I and Level II personnel. This
series on Practical Contact Ultrasonics includes simple, concise
information that operators can use in the performance of their
work. The information presented is not intended to be
all-inclusive. Some specific applications will not be found but
much of what is presented can be generally applied and may
make performing UT inspections a little easier or assist in
preventing the collection of inaccurate data. A synopsis of each
of the topics to be presented in the series follows this initial
article.

Introduction
The following terms and definitions will be used throughout the
Practical Contact Ultrasonic series and their presentation here serves as
explanation and review. Where possible, practical examples of the
terms being defined have been included as well as the field terms
(indicated by parentheses) commonly used by UT practitioners.
Explanations of basic ultrasonic principles have also been included.
Coaxial (Coax) cable: A coaxial cable is shielded electric cable that is
used to connect the scope to the transducer. UT coax cables usually
have either quick connect (BNC) or microdot connectors to attach the
transducer to the scope.
Contact UT: Contact UT is testing conducted with a handheld
ultrasonic search unit that is applied directly to the surface of the
material being inspected. This definition applies to thickness testing
and both straight and angle beam inspection.
Couplant: Any liquid or gel used to transmit ultrasound between the
transducer and shoe or probe and test part is called a couplant. Water is
the simplest of all couplants, but cellulose gel, oil and glycerin are other
common couplants. For out of position work, a thicker couplant is
preferred because it won’t run off vertical surfaces as quickly as thinner
couplants. [Tip for practitioners - When using thicker couplants, a one
inch paint brush is handy for spreading couplant evenly over the
scanning surface. On field jobs, to keep from losing the brush and to
prevent contamination with dirt, use a small circular magnet like those
found at electronics stores and attach it to the handle of the brush with
a piece of strong nylon string. This allows the brush to be hung on the
part being inspected or on a scaffold post. (It can also save several trips
up and down a scaffold).]
Damping material: A rubber-like material behind the crystal(s) in a
transducer that quickly stops each crystal from ring-down or prolonged
vibrating. This damping effect is similar to grabbing a bell immediately
after it is struck. The purpose of damping is to keep the ring-down
caused by one electrical impulse from interfering with the sound signal
returning to the crystal before the next electrical impulse causes the
crystal(s) to ring again.
Delay line: A delay line is a sound conductive material that is either
placed internally between the crystal and front of the transducer or
externally as an attachment to the front of the transducer. A delay line
gives the sound beam time to form a single wave train before reaching

the part being tested (see Near and Far Field).
Digital thickness testers (D-meters): Digital thickness testers are
miniature versions of a flaw detector, typically using a dedicated
straight beam transducer and showing only a digital readout of the
thickness of the part being tested. Some digital thickness testers also
have a miniature screen presentation that shows a waveform like that on
a full UT machine. Most D-meters have a data-logging feature that will
store 999 or more thickness readings that are captured within
thousandths of an inch (0.001 in.).
Flaw detector (UT machine, or Scope): A flaw detector is an electronic
device that transmits and receives tiny impulses of electrical energy
through a shielded cable to and from a transducer (Figure 1).
Electronic signals returned to the flaw detector by the transducer are
amplified and converted to a trace on a liquid crystal or cathode ray tube
(CRT) screen. The term scope is derivative of the word oscilloscope, an
early UT machine.
Longitudinal waves: Longitudinal waves are sound waves generated so
that particle movement within the wave is parallel to the direction of
the sound beam. Waves in the longitudinal mode travel approximately
twice as fast as transverse waves generated in the same material.
Longitudinal waves are used to perform straight beam and thickness
inspections.
Near and Far Fields: The near field is the area in the sound beam
immediately in front of the crystal mosaic. The length of the near field
varies depending on the frequency and cross-sectional area of the
crystal surface. The near field effect (Figure 2) occurs because the
mosaic is made up of many pieces of piezoelectric crystal that ring
separately when hit by each electric impulse. As the wave from each
piece of crystal travels down the sound path, they eventually merge to
form one unified wavetrain called the far field that can be used for
inspection. Before individual waves merge, compression and rarefaction
areas can overlap, causing null zones or areas that cancel each other out
and areas where the sound energy is multiplied. Because of this effect,
inspections done in the near field cannot be trusted and are usually
prohibited by most codes and specifications. Near and far fields can be

Figure 1. Diagram of probe or search unit showing transducer
with 70 degree wedge angle attached and refracted sound beam
entering test piece 20 degrees down from plane of part surface.

Transducer
Wedge

Exit port

Test piece

Sound beam
70°
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demonstrated by throwing several pebbles in a pond at the same time.
Each pebble creates its own set of waves immediately around each
point of impact, overlapping with the waves formed by the other
pebbles. However, as the waves travel outward they eventually merge
to form a single wave train (see Sound beam). The area in which the
waves travel before they merge represents the near field and the area
after that represents the far field.
Piezoelectric crystals: Crystals that give off sound waves at a single
frequency when struck by an electric current and give off an electric
current when struck by sound are called piezoelectric crystals. In
most ultrasonic transducers, multiple crystals of the same material are
placed in the same plane much like tiles on a floor. These are called a
crystal mosaic (see Figure 3).
Reflector (indication; signal): A reflector is anything within the part
being inspected that causes part of the sound beam to reflect back to
the probe. Sound returning from a reflector will cause a trace to
appear on the screen display. Relevant indications can be foreign
materials such as slag or gas pockets, or voids such as cracks, hot
tears, shrinkage, etc. Signals returning from geometry changes are
considered nonrelevant indications, and signals caused by changes in
the type of sound mode (mode conversion) are false indications.
Reference reflectors are holes, notches, slots, etc., of a known size that
are machined or drilled into reference blocks that can be used as
baselines for the comparison of signal sizes.
Screen presentation (display): A screen presentation is the electronic
representation of the signal generated by sound returning from a
reflector and is shown on a CRT or LCD screen on the front of the
scope. The screen width can be calibrated to represent varying sound
paths and the screen height can be adjusted so that the amplitude
(height) of a signal can be compared to a reference reflector.
Search unit (probe): A search unit is an assembly made up of the
transducer and wedge (or external delay line), or a transducer with a
built-in wedge angle.
Sound beam: Ultrasonic transducers generate a stream of sound
energy called a sound beam. This sound energy, in the form of waves,
spreads out as it moves farther from the transducer, creating a beam
similar to that seen when a flashlight is used in fog. Each sound wave
is made up of two components, an area of compression, where the
sound energy is packed closely together, and an area of rarefaction,
where the sound energy is spread farther apart. Wave compression

and rarefaction zones can be demonstrated by throwing a rock into a
pond. When the rock hits the water, a single set of waves travels away
from the point of impact. The wave crowns represent compression or
high-energy zones. Depressions between the wave crowns represent
areas of rarefaction or low energy.
Sound path: The path the sound beam follows as it leaves the
transducer and enters the test piece is called the sound path.
Transducer (probe): A small, hand-held assembly that contains
single or multiple piezoelectric crystals, damping material, wires and
a connector for connecting the crystal(s) to an electric impulse
generator (a thickness tester or flaw detector in this application), and
possibly a delay line. Dual element delay line probes are commonly
used for thickness checks on thinner materials (see Figure 3).
Transverse (shear) waves: Transverse or shear waves are sound waves
generated so that particle movement within the wave is perpendicular
to the direction of the sound beam. This wave mode travels at
approximately half the speed of longitudinal waves generated in the
same material. A child’s coiled spring toy gives a good demonstration
of longitudinal and transverse wave modes. Stretch the weak coil
spring out until it is almost taut. Then, quickly shove one end towards
the other and stop. The coil motion you see moves down the length
of the spring and is similar to the longitudinal sound wave mode. To
demonstrate transverse motion, grasp one end of the spring and
quickly move your hand sideways and back to center. The coil moves
laterally or from side-to-side as the movement travels down the length
of the spring. Shear waves are used in angle beam inspections.

Figure 3. Schematic of : (a) transducer assembly and
(b) cross–section of crystal mosaic.
(a)

Damping material

A

Figure 2. Piezoelectric crystals convert electronic impulse to
sound energy that is emitted as waves. Discrete waves
immediately in front of each crystal form near field. Individual
wave trains converge to form unified wave train called far field.
Far field

Coaxial cable

Sound transmitting
material
Crystal pieces

Near field
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Ultrasound: Sound that is above the range of human hearing
(0.5 MHz to 50 MHz) is referred to as ultrasound. For most common
contact material inspection applications, the frequencies used are 1.0,
2.25 and 5.0 MHz. The high frequencies of ultrasound do not travel
through air, but travel quite well through liquids and steel.
Wedge (shoe): A wedge is typically formed from sound conductive
plastic material that can be cut to change the angle at which the sound
beam enters the part being tested (refracted angle). Commonly used
wedge angles create refracted angles of 0 (straight beam), 45, 60 and
70 degrees. Wedges can be built into the transducer or may be
removable. Refracted angles are calculated from a vertical line drawn
through the thickness of the part being tested. Therefore, a 70 degree
refracted angle enters the part 20 degrees down from the plane of the
part surface. It should be noted, using detachable wedges can have
several advantages. Cost is reduced because the purchase of fewer
transducers is required and detachable wedges take up less room and
reduce the overall weight of the operator’s kit.
By applying the principles mentioned above and using
combinations of the equipment described, an operator can perform
accurate ultrasonic inspections. In the next article, we will discuss
straight beam inspections, flaw detector screen set-ups and basic
straight beam calibrations.

Synopsis of Topics for Practical Contact
Ultrasonics Series
Article 2: Straight Beam Inspection is a discussion of the three most
commonly used types of straight beam inspection equipment (digital
thickness testers, digital thickness testers with wave displays, and
straight beam inspection using a flaw detector). General calibration of
these instruments and some conditions that affect readings will also
be discussed.

New!

New!

New!
Listserve
The new ASNT NDT
Listserve combines the
best features of e-mail
mailing lists (listserves)
with bulletin board
newsgroups.

Go to
www.asnt.org/membersonl
y first to log in to the
Members Only area using
your member number.
Then create a login for
the listserve. After you
are logged on, you may
participate by visiting the
bulletin board, or you may
use the listserve’s e-mail
options.
Each conference (major
subject area) has a
corresponding mailing list
so you may choose to
subscribe to one or all
conferences.
Networking with the NDT
community has just
become easier!

Article 3: Basics of Angle Beam Inspection presents fundamentals of
angle beam inspection, points to consider when selecting the
equipment and setting up screen displays.
Article 4: IIW-based Angle Beam Calibration focuses on angle-beam
calibration using IIW-based calibration blocks (basic equipment setup used for angle beam inspections, why system calibration is
required and commonly used basic calibration techniques using IIW,
DSC and other IIW-based blocks). Importance of a proper setup for
screen presentation, common errors and their prevention and
calibration “do’s and don’ts” will also be covered.
Article 5: ASME-type Angle Beam Calibration covers angle-beam
calibration using ASME-type basic calibration blocks using sidedrilled holes and setting up distance amplitude correction (DAC)
curves.
Article 6: Angle Beam Scan Patterns and Test Techniques covers basic
scan patterns used with angle beam inspection and discusses common
test techniques and false indications that can occur during angle beam
inspections.
Article 7: Defect Characterization and False Indications relates
common defects found while doing angle beam UT inspections to
their screen presentations and transducer positions. Common false
indications and how to determine them will also be covered.
Article 8: Equipment Maintenance covers general equipment
maintenance, wedge angle verification, correcting wedge discrepancies
and general cable maintenance. How to tell when maintenance is
required and annual flaw detector calibration including vertical
linearity checks is also included.■
*James W. Houf is Senior Manager of ASNT’s Technical Services Department and is
responsible for administration and maintenance of all ASNT certification programs. He’s
been involved in NDT since 1972 and an ASNT Level NDT Level III since 1984. He
currently holds ASNT NDT and ACCP Professional Level III certificates in four NDT test
methods. He’s also an AWS Senior Welding Inspector and an ASQ Certified Quality
Auditor. (800) 222-2768 X212, (614) 274-6899 fax, <jhouf@asnt.org>.

Comments ...
for The NDT Technician?
We’d like to hear them.
TNT’s mission is to provide the NDT
practitioner with valuable content on issues
relevant to the NDT profession. We’ve
implemented an online Reader Response Form
that allows you to submit suggestions and
comments. Visit the ASNT home page at
<www.asnt.org>. Follow the Publications link to
The NDT Technician and click the online form
link. While you are visiting the TNT home page,
click the link for the TNT Feedback Archive. Read
subscriber comments in full text.
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TNT Practitioner Profile:
Ward A. Fong
Ward Fong has been a member of
ASNT since 1998 and is the recently
elected chair of the Pacific Northwest
Section in Seattle, WA. He’s also the
Lou DiValerio Technician of the
Year for 2003. He lives and works in
Washington state. He enjoys spending time with his
family and sharing their interests in sports. He’s an avid
camper and feels he’s a pretty good golfer when he can
find the time. He began his NDT career in the military
and now does NDT research and development for
Boeing.

Q: How did you first become involved in
NDT?
A: I was an eighteen-year old kid from
Montana just graduated from High School. The
Air Force offered a program with guaranteed
career fields. One of those was NDT. The
recruiter read the job description over the
phone and the X-ray of aircraft sounded pretty
interesting. I had always been interested in civil
engineering and drafting and I wanted to stay
in engineering type fields. So I joined to learn
NDT and became an NDT inspector in the Air
Force.
Q: How long have you been in NDT and
where have you worked?
A: Actually, since 1984. Doesn’t seem possible
but almost twenty years. In the Air Force, I was
in Myrtle Beach, SC and Hill Air Force Base out
of Salt Lake City.After I left the Air Force, I
went to work for United Technologies (Pratt &
Whitney) in San Jose, CA. I came to work for
Boeing in 1989.
Q: Will you describe your military training
and certification in NDT?
A: It’s somewhat like the ASNT program
although a different numbering system.You
have a certain amount of time on the job and
then written exams to become certified in

three-level, five-level and seven-level. The fivelevel would be equivalent to a Level II in
industry. I was a five-level during my career in
the Air Force. I would say training and
certification in the military are as stringent as
SNT-TC-1A for the most part.When I made the
transition between the military and the civilian
world, I felt it was pretty comparable. I have
taken other outside courses, but mostly, my
training has been through the military.We spent
three intensive months studying NDT methods
everyday.At the end we were sent to the base for
on the job training.
Q: What is your current level of certification?
A: I have Level II in UT, ET, and RT.
Q: Do you have plans for further training and
certification?
A: I plan to get my Level IIIs in at least two,
maybe three methods. Eddy current and
ultrasound would be my highest priority and
next logical step.
Q: Would that certification be with your
company or would you seek third party
certification?
A: Presently, all my certs are through my
company. Central certification has its merits
but I think most companies — when you walk
in the door, whether you have a central
certification or not — want to know that you
know NDT specific to their field and their
company. So I think there’s still going to be
company certs required or that you go through
some sort of training program at that company.
However, central certification shows you’re top
notch in your field and that you’re a capable
NDT inspector. That’s got to give you some
clout and credibility when you walk in
anybody’s door.
Q: Can you describe the NDT work that you
do for Boeing?
A: I write procedures for eddy current and UT
and on occasion, an X-ray procedure. These
methods are best suited for in-service
inspection of aircraft.We also do a lot of

research and development on NDT equipment
—such as the design of probes used in airline
NDT inspections.We try to determine different
types of methods that expand on ultrasonic,
eddy current and X-ray or whatever can do
better, more complete inspections on airplanes.
We also provide training to the airlines in eddy
current and ultrasound inspection of advanced
composites.We put the procedure into a
manual — an aircraft manual — and then the
airlines would do that inspection at whatever
given inspection interval is required.
Q: How often does a plane get inspected?
What kind of NDT is regularly done?
A: Depends. Some inspections require
immediate attention. There are procedures
written for those cases. But also, as airplanes
acquire what are called cycles, or flight time,
heavy maintenance has to be performed. This is
done on dock or inside the hanger. The plane is
down for a week or two.All the interiors are
taken out. It’s broken down to basic structure.
NDT inspections done at these given intervals
locate cracking or disbonding or whatever is
being inspected for in particular. Defects on the
skin or the exterior portions of the airplane can
be examined from the outside. Other
inspections require that interior panels and
cargo areas be disassembled for access to
inspect the structure.
Q: What kind of recommendations would you
make to individuals interested in careers in
NDT?
A: Young people interested in NDT should find
a school that provides good training.
Ridgewater College in Hutchinson, Minnesota
is a good example. The military is still a good
avenue for training. Military requirements still
do all the things we’re doing.
Q: What are the NDT growth areas as far as
NDT methods, equipment or industries?
A: I think huge strides are being made in the
world of phased array ultrasound and eddy
Continued on page 4

TNT Inbox:
Q. Over the years SNT-TC-1A and other documents have required a
vision test meeting Jaeger 1 or 2 requirements. I’ve always wondered
what these tests were.
A. The Jaeger eye test uses a reading card with letters of differing sizes (J-1
being the smallest, J-20 being the largest) that are to be read at a given
distance. The ability to read the specified Jaeger text is considered
proof that the reader has the required visual acuity. Additional
information on Jeager eye tests can be found on the ASNT Web site by
typing in "Visual Acuity" in the Search feature.
Q. Who can administer the vision tests, near vision acuity and color
contrast differentiation? A level III who is in charge of the
certification program? Medical personnel? Is anyone aware of the
new Health Insurance and Accountability Act (HIPAA) regulation
8

that specifies the individual who performs eye exams should be a
trained professional (medical professional)?
A. According to published responses from the ASNT SNT-TC-1A
Interpretation Panel, near-distance vision acuity examinations may be
given by a Level III. If other methods of vision examinations are used,
personnel with additional qualifications may be required. Details of
the qualifications should be documented in the employer's written
practice. (See Inquiries 91-3 and 78-11 in the ASNT publication,
Interpreting SNT-TC-1A.) Because all certification information is
confidential, HIPPA (or HIPAA) requirements are satisfied.
E-mail, fax or phone questions for the TNT Inbox to the Editor:
tnt@asnt.org, (614) 274-6899 fax, (800) 222-2768 X 206

